Dear Parents

Your child will be bringing an activity ‘passport’ home with them today where they can collect stamps for every sporting activity they do at one of the Chelmsford City Council Sport Centres (a list of all the centres can be found on the back of the passport). The initiative is to encourage children to get involved in sport and keep active. To support this initiative, the school will also sign the passport where your child participates in a before/after school sports club or at lunch time football. Just ask them to bring the passport along to the club and the coach/teacher will sign it.

At the end of the week your child should return the passport to the school office and these will be collected by one of the representatives from the council and the child with the most ‘stamps’ will be selected as the Chelmsford Championships Champion and will be awarded a prize.

Please encourage your child to get involved and collect as many stamps as possible. Good luck!

Many thanks

Miss Caldecott
PE Coordinator